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Introduction 
Think of a reading group or book club, and the image that first comes to mind is a 
group of women sitting in a circle, sharing food and drink, and talking- maybe about the 
book or maybe about their lives. It’s hard to picture a group of men enjoying this sort of 
activity and so it’s no surprise that men often don’t participate in reading discussion 
groups. Research conducted by Elizabeth Long, DeNel Sedo and Jenny Hartley provide 
solid figures to illustrate my point—Hartley and Sedo reported that an average of 64-69% 
of book clubs are exclusively for women and Long reported that out of book club 
members in Houston, Texas  93% are women. (Hartley, 2003, p. 25, Sedo, 2003, p. 71, 
Long, 2007, p. xiii) This study aims to take an in-depth look at contemporary book clubs 
and address the ways in which the traditional format for book clubs is incompatible with 
the interests of adult men. A practical goal of this study is to inform librarians, educators 
and community leaders about ways to make book clubs and reading discussion groups 
more appealing to men. 
Given that the context of most book discussion groups is entertainment and that 
participation is voluntary, it is reasonable to question the value of striving to make book 
clubs more amenable to men. Scholars have demonstrated that there is a link between 
pleasure reading and literacy. Reading for leisure and entertainment is one of the most 
effective tools for developing a high level of overall reading comptence, which in turn 
can positively affect vocational success. (Worthy 1999) Libraries continue to rely on 
traditional book club formats as a core component of their programming. The format of  
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traditional book clubs, along with the typical book choices are generally incompatible 
with male interests and communication styles and therefore alienate them from 
participating. Since male leisure reading and, indeed, literacy has been on the decline 
since the 1950s it is incumbent upon schools and libraries to actively encourage male 
participation in reading.  By making a concious effort to provide programming and 
incentives that appeal to men, libraries can better serve the large underserved portion of 
their communities that is comprised of adult males. 
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Methodology 
 For a long time the study of males and masculinities was unheard of-- it is only in 
recent years that many women’s studies programs have been transformed into gender 
studies programs.  Men (specifically white men) and men’s interests are assumed to be 
the norm and therefore unworthy of serious study outside of as a baseline from which to 
compare the situation of women. (Backlund & Williams, 2004, p. 301) For this reason 
there is no research available on men in reading groups and little research on the reading 
habits and interests of adult males. The term reading groups will be used interchangebly 
with book clubs and book discussion groups and will be defined as a group of people that 
meet at regular internals to discuss books.  
Research on book clubs is mostly centered on women’s reading discussion 
groups. All of the research on book clubs mentioned the disparity between male 
participation in book groups and female participation. In order to uncover why males 
don’t participate in book groups, I first explored the composition of book groups, paying 
particular attention to meeting structure and book choice, two areas that I suspected 
would be most problematic for male readers. To test this theory I researched the reading 
interests and habits of men to see if men’s reading interests are typically well represented 
in book club selections. I also researched men and communication, in particular their 
patterns of social relationships to see if the communication style of men is compatible 
with the ways book club members typically interact with one another.  
 Due to the paucity of research on book clubs I leaned heavily on three scholars 
who are prominently published on the subject—Elizabeth Long, DeNel Sedo and Jenny 
Hartley. I also cited relatively few scholars in the section on men and communication, 
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primarily because most of my keyword searches for “men and communication” led me to 
a particular article by Deborah Tannen that has been cited over 2000 times. Later 
searches revealed relatively consistent agreement on at least basic principles of the 
communication style of men, so in the interest of clarity I decided to stick with the main 
authorities on the topic. I also made a concious decision to interpret gender on a 
biological level rather than a philosophical level—so when I talk about men I am not 
engaging with the debate of gender constructs, I am going by anatomy. 
The section of the paper on the reading interests of men is the most robust 
because it was the most complicated to research. I searched many combinations and 
variations of the keywords “men”, “males”, “gender”, “reading interests”, “reading 
preferences”, “reading habits”, “reading”, “books”, and “literacy” and found only indirect 
mention of the topic at hand. The articles I ended up using dealt with a wide range of 
topics—from the feminization of libraries, to outreach services at public libraries to the 
reading interests of middle schoolers. Using axial coding techniques I was able to 
combine the research to form a reasonable representation of the reading habits and 
interests of adult men. 
 The paper will first explore each of the three topics— reading groups, the reading 
interests of men, and men and communication—individually. Next, the findings in each 
category will be amalgamated to finally answer the central question of why reading 
groups are unappealing to adult males. Finally, having determined the ways in which 
reading groups are incompatible with the interests of men, the paper will explore ways in 
which book clubs could be changed to become more appealing to men. 
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Findings 
Reading Groups 
 Contemporary book discussion groups have grown out of the literary societies of 
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. However, where these literary societies were 
once the domain of men, modern book groups are overwhelmingly comprised of women. 
(Sedo, 2002, p. 12) According to Jenny Hartley in her 2002 publication The Reading 
Groups Book, 69% of reading groups are all-female reading groups, and only 4% are all 
male. (p. 25) Hartley’s figures are supported by data collected by Elizabeth Long who 
found that of reading groups in Houston, Texas 64% were women’s groups, 3% were 
men’s groups and 33% included both men and women. (2007, p. xiii) Finally, DeNel 
Sedo found in her 2003 study of book groups that 93% of book club members are 
women. Interestingly, she did note that men are more likely to participate in virtual book 
club formats. (p. 71)  
 Hartley’s study offers some anecdotal readons for the gender divide saying that 
members of all-women bookgroups felt that not only did men read less than women, but 
also that men do not enjoy the process of discussion as much. Other women said that they 
had tried to have men in their groups before but that “it didn’t work out.” (2002, p. 28) 
On a more philosophical level, Elizabeth Long suggests that since the context of book 
clubs is leisure and entertainment, they are not part of the “serious world” that men 
participate in. (2007, p. 31)  She also discusses the opposition of the public domain which 
men inhabit and the private domain inhabited by women. She says that book clubs are a 
forum that grew out of the need for women to discuss their changing roles in the public 
sphere, a space where women can share experiences and narrate their “selves”. (p. 60) 
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 Gender distinctions aside, reading discussion groups are comprised also almost 
exclusively of middle and upper middle-class members aged 20-80, with most of 
participants being between 26 and 40 years old. (Sedo, 2002, p.14) Catherine Burwell 
gets more specific, writing that book clubs are comprised of basically homogenous 
members with similar class, standing, age, ethnic backgrounds and occupations. (2007, p. 
285) In other words, book clubs form interpretive communities bound by common social, 
cultural and political lives. (Radway 1991) The homogeneity of members is born out of 
the neccesity for groups to forge a community identity. Often the process of creating a 
community identity is expedited by forming groups out of existing social and/or 
geographical networks. For this same reason, libraries often serve as meeting places for 
book clubs. (Long, 2007, p. 91)  In the case of online book discussion groups, however, 
geographical proximinity becomes a moot point. 
 Community identity plays a large role in the difficult task of negotiating the book 
selections for the group. Long highlights three main methods for choosing books for a 
reading discussion group; delegating responsibility to a committee which will choose 
books several months in advance, placing sole responsibility on the member who will be 
hosting or leading the discussion, or a more democratic method wherein that month’s 
host or leader compiles a list of suggested books upon which other members vote. There 
are of course, other variations of these methods. Two common criteria for book choices 
are that they be available as a paperback and widely available in bookstores. (Long 1986, 
Sedo 2002) In all cases the common interests of the group are the major deciding factor. 
Members whose tastes differ from the group majority tend to feel ostracized and often 
ultimately leave the group. (Long, 2007, p. 137) 
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 Though some groups are formed specifically to read a particular genre of fiction, 
the majority of book clubs read contemporary fiction and classics. (Long 1986, 2007, 
Sedo 2002). Elizabeth Long’s theory is that this is the result of a, perhaps subconcious, 
impulse to achieve legitimacy and social distinction by adhering to books with higher 
status in society’s hierarchy of values. (Long 2007) Yet despite the choice of books with 
high cultural value, the fact remains that men are much less likely to enjoy fiction than 
women readers. (Long 2007, Applegate, 2008, p. 25) The tendency of book club 
members to choose books based on common interests and to lean heavily on works of 
fiction means that many reading discussion groups with a high concentration of women 
will choose books that male readers would label as too feminine, and would therefore 
discourage men from participating. It is for this reason that most men belonging to book 
groups belong to book groups run by men and for men, a sort of specialized niche.  
 After choosing a book, the group sets up a meeting to talk about it. Book club 
meetings can take a variety of forms—they can be face-to-face or online, they can be 
small or large, formal or informal, they may involve food and drink, or they may not. 
Sedo’s description of book clubs as “meeting in someone’s living room with wine and 
muchies” is probably the most common format. (2002, p. 12) Though all reading 
discussion groups have at least a very basic structural format, contemporary book groups 
tend to be relatively informal in their structure. ReadingGroupGuides.com, a popular 
source for new and established book groups, suggests that either a professional leader 
may be hired to facilitate discussion or members can prepare questions or presenations. In 
practice, group leadership is often very fluid with leadership roles being rotated amongst 
different members of the group. The date and time of the meetings are usually less 
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flexible, with groups typically meeting on the same day and time each month. (Long, 
2007, p. 95)  
Though 67% of book club members join for intellectual stimulation it is no small 
secret that many members also attend because book clubs are a space to develop fulfilling 
interpersonal relationships. The top five reasons people reported joining a book group 
were, ranked in order of importance, intellectual stimulation, fun, to read books that you 
wouldn’t normally read, to connect with others like yourself and needing to talk about 
books and reading. (Sedo, 2003, p. 80) At one point Long aptly compares reading groups 
to therapy groups and conciousness-raising groups, the largest difference being the books 
are the platform or segue into discussions of real-life, personal issues, questions of 
identity, and collective reflections on life. (Long 2007) The conversations are centered on 
books, but the content of the discussions often revolve around the ways in which peoples’ 
lived experiences relate (or don’t) to the plot, characters and/or subject of the book. 
(Long 1986, 2007, Sedo 2002, 2003, 2004) To this end, it often doesn’t matter if the 
participants have even finished reading the book. (Sedo 2002)  
All of this being said, virtual book clubs vary from traditional book clubs in a 
couple of key ways- most importantly they are less dependent on interpersonal 
affiliations and are generally more flexible. The most important factors that attract 
members to virtual book clubs are the lack of geographical barriers, the constant access to 
people and the time flexibility. (Sedo, 2003, p.80) On the negative side, off-topic 
coversation is one of the highest sources of frustration for virtual book club members, 
with offensive comments and arguing and the inability to communicate in a face-to-face 
environment being the second and third highest sources of frustration.Virtual book clubs 
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don’t have meetings so much as reading lists. Virtual book clubs can be either extremely 
broad or highly selective in terms of their reading lists—maybe there aren’t enough 
people interested in a Western book group in your town, but there is certainly enough 
interest in the virtual world. In fact, Sedo found in her 2003 study that while 
Contemporary Fiction was by far the most popular genre chosen for the last three books 
in virtual book clubs that the second most popular genre was Mystery, followed by 
Western, followed by a tie between Biography and Classical Fiction. (p. 82) Virtual book 
club members can comment on the selected books over the space of several weeks or 
even months. Discussions of books in virtual discussion groups are much more likely to 
go beyond the use of personal experiences to interpret books into the realm of structural, 
philosophical or academic discussions of the books. (Sedo, 2003, p.83)  
For libraries or book clubs that are seeking to involve more male readers it is 
worth exploring why virtual book groups are more popular amongst men than face-to-
face book groups. I think there are a few important factors here. As essayist David 
MacFarlane was quoted in Sedo’s 2003 article, “Men’s cultural practices are not such that 
they could gather in each other’s homes to discuss literature over coffee and treats once a 
month.” (2003, p. 72) Deane Johnson, member of an all-male book group in Minnesota 
backs this up in his interview on ReadingGroupGuides.com saying, “Men read books, but 
may not be as interested in the discussion part of it.” The implication is that there is 
something fundamental about men, in contrast with women, that makes sitting around 
and just talking very unappealing. Virtual book groups, by allowing for such flexibility in 
book choice, scheduling, and level of emotional involvement with other members are 
more in line with the ways men like to communicate and spend their free time. Virtual 
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book groups are also more appealing because they are more likely to move beyond the 
relation of personal reactions and experiences to the books. Finally, let’s not discount the 
oft-cited stereotype that men love technology.  
 
The Reading Practices of Men 
Just as reading discussion groups have functions outside of entertainment, so too 
does the act of reading. Mia Stokmans consolidated previous research on the subject to 
identify four functions of reading; individual development, (educational) utility, 
enjoyment and escape. (1999, p. 248) Though these four categories could be collapsed 
into two broader categories of utilitarian and pleasure or hedonic functions of reading, 
Stokmans argues that two categories aren’t enough to capture the shades of difference 
and the intentionality that is behind each category. So while individual development and 
educational utility are both utilitarian functions of reading it is important to recognize the 
difference between reading to gain insight into the self, others, and life more generally 
and reading to achieve educational ends to improve one’s vocational success. Likewise, 
while enjoyment of reading can mean many levels of pleasure derived from reading, 
escape directly refers to the function of reading as a means of distraction or relaxation. 
(Greaney & Neuman, 1990) 
It is all too natural to gender the functions of reading—reading for utilitarian 
purposes seems masculine and reading for pleasure seems a more feminine pursuit. 
Indeed reading itself is often seen as a gendered activity. Several studies have been done 
about sexist attitudes and reading. Mazurkiewicz in his 1960 study tested the theory that 
reading is classified as a feminine activity and found that an average of 76.45% of the 
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men and boys he tested classify reading as a feminie activity. More recently, a 1996 study 
by Joan Baron found that 69% of males and 97% of females view reading as a feminine 
activity. (p. 4) 
Stokmans makes an important point that there is a link between attitude and 
disposition on behavior. This means that the perception of reading as a feminine activity 
directly leads to males reading less than their female counterparts. Many studies, most 
notably Greaney & Neuman’s, Love and Hamston’s, Knult and Kraaykamp’s, and 
Applegate’s show the practical effects of the negative social attitudes towards reading. 
Greaney & Neuman’s study showed that while men are slightly more likely to read for 
utilitarian purposes than women, women are far more likely to read for enjoyment and 
escape than men. (1990, p. 13) Love and Hamston’s 2003 study of teenage boys showed 
that teenage boys read less, both recreationally and academically than their female peers, 
especially if the reading does not have a pragmatic function. Knulst and Kraaykamp, 
studying adults rather than teenagers, showed the sharp decline in both male and female 
recreational reading over the course of forty years. Their study had participants log their 
daily activities in fifteen minute increments, providing a fairly accurate depiction of the 
amount of time people spend leisure reading. Since 1955 males have seen a sharp decline 
in leisure reading and whereas before they spent a larger percentage of time reading than 
females, by 1995 that trend was reversed.  
Applegate’s study of gender differences in the ways people use the public library 
provides further support. Rather than asking what men and women prefer, she tracked 
which library services are being used by men and women. The top five items men used in 
ranked order were: checking out DVDs, checking out CDs, email reminders about item 
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due dates, checking out videos, and checking out adult nonfiction. Checking out adult 
fiction came sixth on the list. Among other things this lends credence to the idea that men 
are interested in technology and audiovisual materials. For women the top five items 
were email reminders about item due dates, checking out DVDs, checking out adult 
fiction, checking out adult nonfiction and online holds and renewals. (2008, p. 21). 
Furthermore, she shows that men are generally more likely to use e-services and that men 
have more specialized interests compared to women-- such as interest in resources 
pertaining to business, economics and electronics. (p. 28). Finally, she shows that not 
only do women read more fiction but they also think fiction is more important than men 
do. (p. 25) 
A worrying side effect of all this is that there is a proven link between time spent 
reading and overall reading and writing competence. Though Worthy’s study was 
focused on middle school students, the effect of boys losing academic ground has 
repercussions for their adult lives as well. (1999, p. 12) Poor performance in school and 
poor literacy skills can lead to poorer job performance. Kirsch and Guthrie found a direct 
link between literacy skills and job competency. Even semi-skilled workers find that 
reading is a component of their job and that more highly developed reading ability helps 
them succeed in the work place. (1984) So even though recreational reading is viewed as 
feminine and as pure entertainment, it does have a utilitarian function as well. Of course, 
Love and Hamston remind us, we should be careful not to forget that there are many 
recreational reading items outside of the world of books and print materials such as 
graphic novels, digital media, sports scores and magazines. These items may not be 
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adequately accounted for in reading preference and reading habit studies and may skew 
our perception of male (and female) reading practices. (2003, p. 173) 
Another issue is the paucity of materials that interest males in school and public 
libraries. In an article about the feminization of public libraries Carol Hole noted that in 
her library there was a lack of “technical books about any traditionally masculine 
discipline”. (1990, p. 1077). While there were plenty of books about crafts and cooking, 
there were few books about topics such as auto mechanics, aircraft and electricity. She 
partly attributes this to less demand for such books, but it may be that the lack of 
availability of such books leads male readers to other avenues of access, such as the 
internet or bookstores. 
 As far as defining the reading interests and habits of adult males between the ages 
of 21-65, there have been very few focused studies. A few scholars have reported on 
genres which seem to interest men, but most of the research is either focused on children 
or older adults. For example Worthy’s study of middle schoolers showed that the top five 
subjects boys prefer to read about are scary books and stories, comics, sports, cars/trucks, 
and magazines. Surprisingly, however, there were more similarities than differences 
between the girls’ top five reading prefences: Scary books and stories, comics and 
magazines made the top five for both genders. Similar to Hole, she noted that school 
library collections of these items are sparse and outdated. (1999, p. 20)  
Brian Sturm’s study of the reading preferences of North Carolina children also 
showed that topical reading interests amongst boys and girls are fairly evenly distributed. 
The top four interests for both genders were the same except for a change in order. The 
only subjects that were notably preferred by one gender over the other were sports, 
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transportation, and the military for boys, and arts and crafts, health and fashion/beauty for 
girls. Of course, he added, there is a difference between reading preference and reading 
behaviors. While in reading preference animals are a consistent favorite, in practice 
children read more fiction, especially imaginative fiction. (2003) 
 Black’s study of the reading preferences of older adults was reminiscent of the 
studies of children and teens in that there were more similarities between the reading 
preferences of men and women than differences. For both men and women mystery, 
historical fiction and romance were at the top of the list of favorite fiction genres. For 
non-fiction, travel and biography were at the top of the list for both men and women, 
though the order was different. (1998) The overlap in topical and genre interests suggest 
that other factors such as the gender of the author, the writing style or even the violence 
and sexuality content impact the perceived masculinity or femininity of a book. One 
example is Janet Evanovich’s Stephanie Plum mystery series—while mystery is a 
favorite genre for both genders, the intendend audience for the Stephanie Plum series is 
clearly female. Harlan Coben, who also writes light hearted mysteries with a male 
protaganist, has a more masculine appeal. 
 Long, one of the foremost authorities on book club,s is one of the few scholars 
who references the reading preferences of adult males. While she does not cite the source 
of her assertions, the generalization that women are more interested in the humanities and 
men are more interested in sciences seems like common sense. She says that men read 
more non-fiction, thrillers, and mysteries. She adds that book group choices for men 
involve “public spheres of politics, business, warfare and science.” (2003, p. 131) and 
that many men “still see books by women as unimportant or uninteresting”, a fact 
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corroborated by Hole’s experiences as a public librarian. (Long, 2007, p. 132, Hole, 
1990, p. 1079) 
 On a less scholarly level, content analysis of popular websites indicates that the 
scholars and the stereotypes are correct. The blog The Art of Manliness released a list of 
100 “Must Read Books” and the majority of them are books that could be categorized as 
“serious” fiction. More importantly, over three quarters of the books on the list are 
written by men or about men. (Lankow, 2008) The reading list for a men’s book club 
based out of Canada offers much of the same—books by men or about men, with a 
healthy dose of nonfiction books for good measure. (Foreman, 2008) Esquire magazine 
also released an online list of the top ten “essential books for life” that every guy should 
read. The subtitle of the list reads, “Manhood, America, sports, politics, sex. These are 
the subjects men should know—and these are the authors who can teach you.” (2010) 
Finally, the website Guy’s Read which is aimed at promoting literacy among young boys 
compiles lists of books suggested for boys. Their topic divisions are indicative of the 
interests of young male readers. A few of the standout headings are; war, ghosts, 
historical figures, dragons, people being transformed into animals, and “at least one 
explosion”. (Scieszka, 2010) 
 
Men and Communication 
 In many of the previously cited articles regarding book clubs and the reading 
interests of men there is an underlying theory that there is an opposition between the 
public realm, which is inhabited by men, and the private realm, which is inhabited by 
women. (Long, 1986, 2007, Sedo, 2002, 2003, 2004, Greaney & Neuman, 1990). This 
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theory is grounded in scholarship from the disciplines of women’s studies and 
communications.  
 Deborah Tannen’s article about the communication styles of men and women, 
having been cited over 2000 times since its publication in 1990, is one of the most cited 
works on the subject of the ways in which communication is gendered. She uses several 
dichotomies to illustrate the differences between the ways men and women communicate. 
Aside from the opposition of public and private she draws a distinction between “report-
talk” and “rapport-talk” to illustrate the different purposes men and women have for 
communcating. She says that women speak to establish relationships whereas men speak 
to “reserve independence and maintain status in the social order”. (1990, p. 112). She 
adds that for men speaking is often more of a performance, aimed at showing knowledge 
and getting attention, whereas the goal for women is often to interact and share feelings. 
Walstrom frames different dichotomies characterizing male communication as “the 
norm”, associated with power and authority and female communication as other or 
different. (Backlund & Williams, 2004, p. 301) 
 Davidson and Duberman’s study goes a step further and breaks communication 
and conversation into three categories; topical, relational and personal. (1982, p. 813) 
Topical conversations are on topics external to the relationship between the two speakers, 
such as politics, films, or work. Relational conversations are more personal than topical 
conversations and are based on a friendship between the two speakers. Personal 
coversations are on an internal level and concern the innermost thoughts and feelings 
about the speakers’ private lives. As might be expected, women have twice as many 
personal conversations and three times the number of relational coversations than men.  
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A more recent study by Baumeister and Sommer gives credence to Davidson and 
Duberman’s study and shows how the differing communication styles of men and women 
shape their social spheres. Men’s desire for independence and separateness promotes the 
formation of a wide spectrum of connections in a broader, but presumably more shallow, 
social sphere. Women’s social behavior on the other hand is oriented towards forming a 
smaller number of close personal relationships. Given the trajectory of many book 
discussions into the realm of the deeply personal, it becomes clear why traditional, face-
to-face reading discussion groups do not appeal to many men. Moreover, it emphasizes 
why virtual book clubs are more appealing.  
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Conclusion 
 The issue of making book clubs more appealing to men is a complicated one. 
Research shows that book clubs often do not choose books that interest men, but if book 
club membership is mostly female, why should they make the effort? Who would 
benefit? The idea of a mixed gender book group, of diversity, is really appealing from an 
academic perspective, but from a practical perspective is it a good idea? Not neccesarily. 
 The success of many women’s book groups depends on a certain level of 
homogeneity. A community identity is formed which aids both in the process of choosing 
books but also in developing and maintaining the interpersonal relationships that women 
value. These interpersonal relationships allow women to use book clubs as a platform 
through which they can explore their identities and their lives. These types of relationship 
and these modes of communication are in opposition to the public, performative modes of 
communication valued by men. Book groups as they are now are a valuable part of many 
women’s lives and existing book groups, especially those that form organically out of an 
existing social network, shouldn’t be coerced into changing at the risk of alienating 
current members. 
 On the other hand, men’s leisure reading continues to decline and there are real 
benefits to the promotion of lesiure reading including an increase in overall literacy. 
Libraries are underserving a large portion of their communities by continuing to offer 
book clubs primarily in traditional, face-to-face formats and thereby alienating male 
readers. Small steps could be taken to make book discussion groups more male-friendly, 
such as making a deliberate effort to choose books that men would like to read. Larger 
gestures or changes may be neccesary to truly make a difference, however. 
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 Given that men communicate in more performative, less personal ways book club 
meetings formatted as presentations or lectures, or with discussions centered on the 
structure or aesthetics of the books would be more hospitable to men. Virtual book clubs 
draw more male membership in part because the discussions, to use the categories 
defined by Davidson and Duberman, are more topical as opposed to relational or 
personal. Virtual book clubs may also be more popular because they offer the opportunity 
to specialize in particular genres, promote a certain social distance and are more 
technologically oriented than face-to-face book groups. Libraries and community 
organizations could make an effort to host more virtual book discussion groups or 
explore other ways to incorporate technology into the realm of reading groups.  
Perhaps development of a book club iPhone application would draw in a male 
audience. It has the advantages of a virtual book club while also being extremely 
portable. Statistics from the Apple Blog indicates that 93% of iPhone users have added an 
application. Since iPhones also work as e-book readers, adding a book review or book 
club application seems like a natural next step. 
Another interesting idea would be to incorporate competition into a book club. 
One idea is to take something like the idea of geocaching but the prize could be a book. 
Or riddles leading to a prize could be hidden within books, the answers to be found in the 
plot or storyline of the next book. While this idea involves little discussion, it does 
involve groups of males engaging with books and literature in a format that is 
simultaneously oriented to the individual and social. 
 For face-to-face book groups, a change of setting or the addition of physical 
activity could also draw in a male audience. Instead of sitting in a circle of chairs, book 
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groups could meet at sporting events, or outdoor locations. Picture beer and hotdogs 
instead of wine and petit fours. Members could read a biography of an athlete and then 
attend a game together. Or rather than meeting to discuss a Civil War book, a book club 
or library could host a Civil War reenactment or invite a weapon’s specialist to talk about 
guns in the Civil War.  
 It is a fact that reading is percieved as a feminine activity and that intimate 
personal discussions are unappealing to men, but it doesn’t mean that reading discussion 
groups couldn’t be made more compatible with male interests. More research in this area 
would certainly be helpful. There is a great opportunity here for libraries to conduct 
research about the reading habits of men to find ways to serve a surprisingly underserved 
portion of the population. 
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